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Uttice of the Secretary ,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiss3 ion ',
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"$ #"Dear NRC:
< . 8

residekt/Wn9 downwind from
strongly pr otest! %yAs a Pennsylvania

.tt decision by the
Three Mlle Island, I
Atomic Safety and Licensing Boar'3 which recommends that
Metropolitan Edison Co. be allowed to restart reactor No. 1 at
TMI.

IM1-1I believe there are many reasons wny restart of
should not be permitted at this time:

A method of paying for the clean-up of THI-2 has not
even been agreed to and the alcan-up itsett has hdrdly begun,
The clean-up is an entirely new process, and who knows whatTMI-2 should beproblems may arise. I believe tne clean-up of 15Substantidlly complete before another reactor -- THla) ==

' dllowed to opcrate on the same site.
The invest 19ation of cheating on qualification tests

by reactor operators at IMI has not Deen completed. Certainly
this should be entirely cleared up before any reactor is

! dllowed to operate at TM1.

The courts nave not had a chance to rule on the issuewould cause forof the psychological Stress whicn a restart
residents in the immediate vicinity of 1Hl. They have a right
to be heard before Met-Ed and the NHC pre-empt their case.

. An adequate evacuation plan for the ENTIRE hazaro
drea around TM1 nas yet to De prepared and accepted. lhis must
include at least a 25-mile radius.

I also reject the ASLB contention that Met-Ed and GPU
Nuclear are qua11 tied to operate a nuclear reactor. They told
us the accident couldn't nappen, Enen covered it up Wnile it

we're. supposed to believe them When theywas nappening. And now ,
say it won't happen again?

urce tne Nuclear Regulatory Commission to reject the ASLB
I

recommendation. please order that IMI-l remain closed until ALL
| the above proolems are resolved.
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